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How Frettable Writes Real Music with Artificial Intelligence

BY LISA SADACH
It was 2003 when, after almost a year of physically mailing recordings to each other, the duo of musicians that made up the band The Postal Service released their one and only studio album which earned a platinum certification. Taking their name from the arduous process used to send recordings back and forth, their story has become a part of common lore.

While it can be easy to point to this struggle as an example of artistic tenacity and “authentic” musicianship, difficulties like this are also what keep many would-be musicians from creating and collaborating.

Enter Frettable. Frettable, at its most basic, is a music transcription service that also allows for collaboration between users. However, the AI-powered application which can write sheet music directly from an instrument or voice recording, also breaks down the barriers that exist for many musicians who are able to play by ear but have not had the formal training necessary to write out their own music.

“A lot of people that pick up a guitar, they just want to play their favorite rock songs and they don’t necessarily learn any of the sheet music or how to read it,” explains founder Greg Burlet. “For these people, Frettable levels the playing field. They don’t need to have any knowledge of music theory or how things fit in measures and bars.”
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CREATE REAL MUSIC WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

“My thought is that machine learning will always be a tool to help musicians,” Burlet says when considering the effects of technology on creativity and potential disruption to the industry and jobs within it. He dismantles the idea that an app like Frettable could put professional copyists, those who write sheet music, out of business, saying “they are so proficient, our technology almost slows them down.”

Frettable, at this stage, is intended more for amateur musicians who are looking to start their careers and copyists, who are excellent resources to composers, are not likely to be replaced anytime soon. Technology is here to help people get to be more creative faster by taking away the more mundane aspects of creation like writing out sheet music. When it comes to using that tech, Burlet says artists can use it to generate music based on other music, splicing together different pieces and adding personal style or manipulate it, turning it into an “inspiration machine.” “Ultimately, it is still up to the artist to produce the final piece of art.”